accumulation point £ (in the case EcR we admit also £ = »). o o Denote by K a non-negative function defined on the product R x E, with Values K(t,£) 2w-periodic and even in t, nonincreasing on the interval <0,ir>, for every fixed £ e E. -840 -
On an Inverse problem
Assuming that f € L 2w , K is a kernel and (7) or (8) is satisfied, it is natural to ask at which points x q it is possible ?
In the next section some answers for this questions are given. be 2ir-per iodic extension (in t) of the function
Statement of results
Then, for an arbitrary f € L , the assumption (7) in which 3. Proof of Theorem 1
Suppose that (9) holds. By Definition 1 and (3) we have, for h 6 (0,min(S,e)) ,
Combining the assumption (8) with conditions (1), (2) Thus, in view of (11), the point X q is a D-point of f.
Under the assumpt ion (9*) instead of (9), our thesis can be obtained paralelly.
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the above one (we replace the integrand <p(x ± t) by 0(t), and the relation (6) follows).
Proof of Theorem 3
To establish x e D(f) we observe that 
Examples
We will examine three concrete non-negative kernels, 
Remarks
Without the assumptions (9) and (9') Theorem 1 is false.
Similarly, without (10) and (10') Theorem 2 is not true.
Indeed, let f(t) be 2ji-periodic extension of sgn t, t € <-w,n). Clearly, for an arbitrary kernel K, 
